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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI), in the form of Machine Learning (ML), and Deep
Learning(DL) are at the forefront of the technological revolution that is reshaping the way
humans perceive and interact with the world around us. The field of artificial intelligence has
become a driving force to many aspects of our daily lives, from devices that we use daily to
industries that push the economy. This project applies DL techniques to develop a smoke
detection algorithm for deploying on mobile platforms such as drones and other self-driving
vehicles. The application is tailored for emergency response situations and aims to create and
optimize AI algorithms that enhance the decision-making capabilities of these platforms.

The project was conducted in three phases: algorithm development, algorithm
implementation, and testing and optimization. First a learning algorithm designed for mobile
platforms with an emphasis on real-time decision making, obstacle detection, and offline
computer vision navigation tailored for first responders in critical situations. The code was
written in python in a Conda virtual environment using libraries including numpy, pytorch,
torchvision, tensor. The algorithm was then integrated and implemented into the Jetson Nano
platform, taking advantage of its cutting edge computing and AI capabilities, with the hope of
providing more responsive support for first responders. Lastly the algorithm was tested and
optimized on the Jetson Nano to ensure efficiency and effective performance.

Background

Drones and UAV Primer

Drones are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that can be piloted remotely or flown
autonomously from predetermined missions, supplemented with real-time inputs from sensors,
and deploying artificial intelligence algorithms to make decisions when contingencies occur.
UAVs are so versatile that they are being deployed in many civil, commercial, and military
applications. UAVs are used in such diverse applications as photography, cinematography,
surveying, infrastructure inspections, search and rescue operations, perimeter patrol, and delivery
services. And this is only the beginning of the potential drone applications still being
discovered. No matter the purpose of the drones, they’re commonly equipped with: sensors,
cameras, and mission specific tools or payloads. They come in various shapes and sizes ranging
from quadcopters to large fixed wing airframes.

Drone classification plays a pivotal role in understanding suitability for use in various
missions and deployment of AI/DL algorithms on-board. Drones are classified based on size,
flight endurance, and capabilities. These classifications include micro air vehicles (MAVs), nano
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air vehicles (NAVs), vertical take-off and landing vehicles (VTOL), low altitude short
endurance), low altitude long endurance (LASE), medium altitude long endurance (MALE), and
high altitude long endurance (HALE) [14]. There are also autonomy classifications for UAVs
that range from no automation features to fully autonomous cooperative decision making. This
translates to class I, II, III, IV, and V. Class I drones are controlled manually with no autonomous
features. Class II and III drones are able to sense and alert. Class IV drones are capable of sense
and avoidance, and class V drones also include fully autonomous capabilities [22]. An example
of class II features are pre programmed flight paths and take-off and landing features. Similar to
class II, class III drones also have pre-programmed flight features, but would also be able to
detect obstacles and alert the remote pilot. Class IV drones are considered autonomous and don’t
need to be piloted, these drones are equipped with stacks of sensors and are capable of sensing its
surroundings. Class IV drones have autonomy on board to manage contingencies while it
completes its mission. Class V drones are completely autonomous and are able to fly under any
conditions, however there are none currently in production.

The autonomy in class IV and V drones can be achieved to some extent using traditional
programing methods. Traditional methods are stronger where deterministic output can be
programmed based on a structured, and relatively small, input space - e.g. such as where the
range of all inputs are known and the combinatorics of input values are known. When the input
space is unstructured, the number of input signals is large, and their combination exponentially
larger, deploying more complex detection and decision making capabilities on-board may require
use of ML or DL algorithms. AI, specifically DL algorithms are particularly well suited for
pattern matching of complex input space.

Trained DL models can be deployed in vision systems on board for detecting obstacles in
ore near the flight path, people on the ground during landing, or used to derive localization
information for validation with GPS localization information. AI/DL could also be deployed to
detect cyber attacks in the form of spoofed navigation signals, communication links, and
information coherence from off-board sources. DL can also be effectively deployed for decision
making algorithms where the input space can not be totally described and the output space is
described only in terms of an optimization objective. This third area has long been practiced in
chess competitions [5] and more recently with the air force deploying AI/DL in wingman drones
which help pilots in dog fights [11].

Artificial Intelligence Primer

Artificial intelligence is a broad term which encompasses machine learning, neural
networks, and deep learning. Artificial intelligence is the development of computer systems that
are capable of performing tasks that require human level intelligence; tasks that include learning,
reasoning, problem solving, recognition, or translation. Artificial intelligence can be organized
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into two categories, weak and strong algorithms. Weak algorithms are designed to do specific
tasks and are limited in scope, without learning capabilities. Strong algorithms are capable of
human-like level cognitive abilities and can learn and apply knowledge [13].

Machine learning is a subset of AI which specializes in algorithms that learn and improve
from continuous inputs and training. Essentially turning data into numbers and finding patterns
in the data. Key components of machine learning are generic model creation, model training,
testing, model evaluation, tuning, and learning. Machine learning can be achieved by several
methods: supervised, unsupervised, and semi supervised or validation categories [9]. Supervised
learning involves training algorithms to predict outputs based on labeled input samples.
Unsupervised learning trains the algorithms based on unlabeled input samples, where the
algorithm learns based on information absorbed from training data. Semi supervised learning is a
mixture where some data is labeled and unlabeled.

A neural network is a subset of machine learning modeled after the human brain in the
sense that the brain is composed of many billions of Neuron cells connected by Axon.
Likewise, Neural Nets represent this form as a set of interconnected nodes and many layers.
Neural network nodes are organized into layers which serve input, processing and output
functions. The processing steps in a neural net algorithm are handled in the hidden layers which
may consist of 150 or more processing steps before passing information to the output layer. The
popular ResNet152,for example, implements 152 hidden layers performing image processing
[15].

Each layer consists of many nodes which have weighted connections to nodes in the next
layer. The input layer gathers and conditions the inputs before passing them to the nodes in the
hidden layer(s). Each node in the hidden layers processes the inputs from the previous layer
using its activation function. Activation functions are mathematical formulas which use the
node’s inputs to determine the output sent to the connected nodes in the next layer. The final
hidden layer is connected to the output layer whose function is to translate results of the hidden
layer to the original input context for the user to understand.

Neural networks (NN) are classified based on their architecture and data flow. There are
numerous different types of neural networks used for different purposes and data types. Neural
networks have been applied to image and speech recognition, forecasting, detection and
diagnostic applications. The web site paperswithcode.com gives references to thousands of
papers for computer vision and natural language procession which use some form of neural
networks [18]. There is sometimes a distinction between NNs used for Machine Learning (ML)
and Deep Learning. Table 1 and 2 below give notable ML algorithms in the two categories.
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Table 1: Notable machine learning models.

AI Model Name Brief Description Additional Reference

Random Forest Supervised learning algorithm used
for classification and regression
problems. Combines a number of
decision trees.

What Is Random Forest? A
Complete Guide | Built In

Gradient Boost ML technique used typically in
regression and classification tasks.
Based on aggregating an ensemble
of weak prediction models. Can be
more accurate than Random Forest.

a) tremiller.dvi (su.domains)
b) A Decision-Theoretic

Generalization of On-Line
Learning and an
Application to Boosting
(face-rec.org)

Naive Bayes Group of linear probabilistic
classifiers based on Bayes
Theorem. Usually applied to large
language models for language
understanding

How Naive Bayes Algorithm
Works? (with example and
full code) | ML+
(machinelearningplus.com)

Nearest Neighbor ML models are often included in
classification or regression models.
Takes advantage of the concept of
nearest neighbor. Generates model
output based on closest neighbors in
the training data set.

K-Nearest Neighbor(KNN)
Algorithm - GeeksforGeeks

Support Vector
Machines

Supervised learning algorithm used
for text and image classification.
Also used in face and anomaly
detection

Introduction to Support
Vector Machines (SVM) -
GeeksforGeeks

Table 2: Notable Deep Learning Models

AI Model Name Brief Description Additional Reference

Fully Connected NN Type of NN where each node
is connected to every node in
the next layer.

a) O’reilly Publishers.
TensorFlow for Deep
Learning. Chapter 4.

Fully Connected Deep
Networks - TensorFlow

https://builtin.com/data-science/random-forest-algorithm
https://builtin.com/data-science/random-forest-algorithm
https://jerryfriedman.su.domains/ftp/trebst.pdf
https://www.face-rec.org/algorithms/Boosting-Ensemble/decision-theoretic_generalization.pdf
https://www.face-rec.org/algorithms/Boosting-Ensemble/decision-theoretic_generalization.pdf
https://www.face-rec.org/algorithms/Boosting-Ensemble/decision-theoretic_generalization.pdf
https://www.face-rec.org/algorithms/Boosting-Ensemble/decision-theoretic_generalization.pdf
https://www.face-rec.org/algorithms/Boosting-Ensemble/decision-theoretic_generalization.pdf
https://www.machinelearningplus.com/predictive-modeling/how-naive-bayes-algorithm-works-with-example-and-full-code/
https://www.machinelearningplus.com/predictive-modeling/how-naive-bayes-algorithm-works-with-example-and-full-code/
https://www.machinelearningplus.com/predictive-modeling/how-naive-bayes-algorithm-works-with-example-and-full-code/
https://www.machinelearningplus.com/predictive-modeling/how-naive-bayes-algorithm-works-with-example-and-full-code/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/k-nearest-neighbours/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/k-nearest-neighbours/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/introduction-to-support-vector-machines-svm/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/introduction-to-support-vector-machines-svm/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/introduction-to-support-vector-machines-svm/
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/tensorflow-for-deep/9781491980446/ch04.html
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/tensorflow-for-deep/9781491980446/ch04.html
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for Deep Learning [Book]
(oreilly.com)

b) Fully Connected Layer vs
Convolutional Layer:
Explained | Built In

Convolutional NN Typically used for object
classification by vision.
Typically good for processing
spatial data. Tends to be size
agnostic in classification
results but has trouble with
orientation.

a) What Is a Convolutional
Neural Network? A
Beginner's Tutorial for
Machine Learning and
Deep Learning
(freecodecamp.org)

b) How To Build And Train
A Convolutional Neural
Network | Nick
McCullum

Transformer NN Deep learning algorithms
used for natural language
processing.

a) The Ultimate Guide to
Transformer Deep
Learning (turing.com)

b) Illustrated Guide to
Transformers Neural Nets
Bing Videos

Recurrent NN Type of artificial NN (ANN)
which has memory
characteristics. Output of
nodes are a function of
current and previous inputs.
Used for speech recognition
applications

Recurrent Neural Network
Tutorial (RNN) |
DataCamp

https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/tensorflow-for-deep/9781491980446/ch04.html
https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/tensorflow-for-deep/9781491980446/ch04.html
https://builtin.com/machine-learning/fully-connected-layer
https://builtin.com/machine-learning/fully-connected-layer
https://builtin.com/machine-learning/fully-connected-layer
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial-for-beginners/
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial-for-beginners/
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial-for-beginners/
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial-for-beginners/
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial-for-beginners/
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial-for-beginners/
https://www.nickmccullum.com/python-deep-learning/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial/
https://www.nickmccullum.com/python-deep-learning/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial/
https://www.nickmccullum.com/python-deep-learning/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial/
https://www.nickmccullum.com/python-deep-learning/convolutional-neural-network-tutorial/
https://www.turing.com/kb/brief-introduction-to-transformers-and-their-power
https://www.turing.com/kb/brief-introduction-to-transformers-and-their-power
https://www.turing.com/kb/brief-introduction-to-transformers-and-their-power
https://www.bing.com/videos/riverview/relatedvideo?q=transformer+neural+network+tutorial&mid=B72715D9FFB25BE89094B72715D9FFB25BE89094&FORM=VIRE
https://www.datacamp.com/tutorial/tutorial-for-recurrent-neural-network#SnippetTab
https://www.datacamp.com/tutorial/tutorial-for-recurrent-neural-network#SnippetTab
https://www.datacamp.com/tutorial/tutorial-for-recurrent-neural-network#SnippetTab
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Convolutional Neural Nets

This internship focuses on testing and tuning a vision processing algorithm for
recognizing fire and smoke for first responder applications. Toward this end a Convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) is used to build the DL algorithm. Wu gives a detailed introduction to
the mathematics behind the CNN [32]. CNNs specialize in tasks involving visual data such as
images and videos. A key feature of CNNs is scanning for patterns, which makes it very
effective in image recognition applications. Key advantages of using CNNs are versatility,
effectiveness for large data sets, adaptability with image sizes, and spatial hierarchies.
Disadvantages of using CNNs are computational intensity and interpretability.

Convolutional neural networks consist of three main layers that are labeled:
convolutional layer, pooling layer, and fully-connected layer. Each layer carries out spatial
operations. The convolutional layer executes the majority of the computations. These operations
identify visual elements in the input. This layer consists of input data, filters, and a feature map.
Feature detectors are two dimensional arrays that represent sections of an image. Filters are
generally three by three matrices but can vary in size, and determine the size of the receptive
field. Filters are applied to sections of the image and the dot product is calculated between the
input and filter values, and fed into an output array. This process repeats until the whole image is
scanned. The final output array is called the feature map, or convolved feature [28].

Pooling layers usually come after the convolutional layer. The main purpose of these
operations is to reduce computational cost and control overfitting [12]. Pooling layers
downsample the dimensions of the data by reducing the parameters in the input and condensing
the resolution. Essentially discarding irrelevant data. Popular pooling methods include average
pooling, max pooling, stochastic pooling, spatial pooling, and region of interest pooling.
Although much information is lost during the pooling process; complexity is reduced, efficiency
is improved, and overfitting risk is reduced. The fully connected layer is the final layer of the
convolutional neural network. It’s fully connected in the sense that each node in the output layer
is connected directly to a node in the preceding layer. Classification is dictated by this layer
based on features filtered by the preceding layers.

Atienza gives a nice tutorial explaining the convolution, ReLu, Max Pooling functions in
pictorial form. [7] And gives some treatment to the Receptive Field, impact of filter size on
processing load, and use zero padding in output features.

Weights are modifiable numeric values that are triggered by inputs. Once an output is
generated by the final layer the loss function is calculated and the back propagation process is
performed; the weights are then adjusted accordingly to minimize loss [28].
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Development Environment

The code development and testing for this internship was done in the PyCharm Integrated
Development Environment (IDE). The code was executed in a Python virtual environment
managed using the Conda package manager. The program uses libraries and modules including:
python imaging library, pytorch and torchvision, numpy, matplotlib, torch autograd. These
libraries and modules are essential for loading data sets, defining network architecture, setting up
data transforms, training modules, and visualizing results.

The Pytorch library contains NN models which may be directly used to speed up the
work of NN development. It also includes tools for processing, transforming image data,
applying filters, adding text or shapes to images, and compressing or decompressing image data
[21]. Pytorch and torchvision are the framework of the program that houses the neural network
layers, computation, utils, data sets and transformers, optimizers, and pre-trained models [30].
Numpy is a mathematical library that specializes in numerical operations, mathematical
functions, number generation, linear algebraic generation, and array multiplication [33].
Matplotlib is a plotting library that’s great for data visualization, 2D/3D plotting, subplots, and in
general high quality graphing [21]. The torch autograd provides functions that automatically
differentiate, track gradients, and classify variables [3]. Most importantly, Pytorch supports NN
execution in both the traditional CPU and parallel processing environment such as Nvidia’s
general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU) [10].

Pythorch was originally developed at Facebook but later became public open source.
Pythorch is currently used to build AI models at notable companies such as Tesla, OpenAI,
Microsoft, and Meta. There are other ML/DL libraries suitable for this work – such as Keras,
Matlab, Colab, TensorFlow. But Pytorch is, by far, the most used as indicated by published work
in AI/ML/DL topics which contains code. Recent trends, published in the website “Papers With
Code” [34], show that as much as 58% of technical work in this area is done with Pytorch. The
pytorch documentation [3] is the best information source for developers.

Applications Objective

Fire and Smoke Model Used

The object of this application is to detect from a visual image if there is fire and smoke.
This algorithm is tailored for first responders to deploy in critical situations such as aerial fire
and smoke detection monitoring. The approach is to train a resnet50, a residual network of fifty
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layers that classify images into three categories: smoke, fire, and neutral. The algorithm could be
deployed with the requisite hardware on an autonomous mobile platform for early detection.

Data Set Review

The data set used for this work consists of sixty-thousand images pulled from the world
wide web and labeled into three categories: fire, smoke, and neutral. The neutral category
includes images that are neither fire or smoke. The purpose of these categories is to teach the
algorithm to recognize smoke, fire, and images that are neutral. Images are unstructured data,
thus the program calls input conditioning functions to transform each input image to fit into
specific size parameters.

Figure 1-3 gives examples of training images for the 3 classes. There is a variety of
lighting contrast and distribution of fire and smoke as a percentage of the image size. The input
for the Other class has similar contrast variations and also has similar colors to the fire and
smoke training images.

Figure 1: Sample images with fire for training the CNN
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Figure 2: Sample of training images with only smoke.

Figure 3: Example of unrelated images for training to recognize smoke and fire.

Grouping inputs for Training

The input images are randomly shuffled so that each train epic uses a mixture of fire,
smoke and neutral images. Each training epoch uses a batch of 64 images. The CNN model was
trained over a specified number of epochs. Figure 4 gives an example set of images used in a
training epoch.
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Figure 4: Sample set of 64 images grouped in one training epoch.

The Neural Net Code Walk-Thru

The neural network in this program is based on ResNet50, a residual network of fifty
layers. ResNet50 is capable of classifying images into one thousand categories [25]. The
program configures the ResNet to classify the input into 3 classes. These being Smoke, Fire, and
Neutral. The reference code was obtained from the mentor. Key components of the network are:
model architecture, device placement, loss function and optimizer, forward pass, learning rate
scheduler, validation, and visualization. The pytorch workflow consists of data initialization,
loading data into tensors, building a model to train, fitting model to data, evaluating model,
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improving through experimentation, then saving and reloading the trained model [31]. The
general flow of the code is as follows below.

1. Import libraries

2. data preparation begins: data directories, folders for testing and training data, and data
loaders are implemented.
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3. The neural network model is then defined, pytorch has various neural networks. This
algorithm defines a three way classification network categorized as smoke, fire, or neutral
using the resnet50 model.

4. After that, device configuration is set. In this case, the virtual environment was
configured using cuda interpreter.
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5. Model training and validation was then implemented and parameters such as loss
function, optimizer, and learning rate were set up. The training and validation loops
performed model training, and computed training and validation losses.

6. In the program the training optimizer used was Adam, cross enthalpy loss was used, with
the learning rate set to 0.001.

7. The training loop performed forward pass, backward pass, calculated loss, optimization,
and prints accuracy and loss for each batch.

8. The validation loop runs through batches of validation data and calculates loss and
accuracy.

Initial training results were plotted and given in Figure 5. After 30 training epics, the model had
an accuracy of about 98% with a training loss about 2.5. ( Training loss: 2.4895458984375,
Tran_Accuracy: 0.978723406791687) The training loss plotted in Figure 5 shows a large drop
within the first 5 epics. And after that, the incremental improvements between epoch was much
smaller compared to the first 5 epochs.
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Training Initial Results

Figure 5: Results from training the ResNet50 model using 1950 image training set.

Jetson Nano

The Jetson Nano Is a small single board computer (SBC) designed by NVIDIA. It’s designed for
embedded systems and tasks tailored for artificial intelligence. The Nano is used in a number of
autonomous vehicle designs. The SBC (Figure xxx) is equipped with: a 1024 core GPU with 32
tensor cores, 64-bit CPU, microSD card slot, 8 gigabytes of LPDDR5. Along with: a display
port, four USB type A ports, and a USB type C port (NVIDIA Jetson Nano, n.d.).

The Nano (Figure 7) used on this project was brand new and required loading an
operating system (OS) image. The procedure for creating a bootable image was followed. This
included the following steps: unzipping the OS image downloaded, downloading an SD writer,
burning a copy of bootable OS onto the microSD, and inserting the microSD into the nano. After
a series of bios option selections, the nano booted flawlessly. A set of software tools were
downloaded from the internet including: python and pycharm. The pytorch libraries were then
installed.
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.
Figure 7: Jetson Nano used for this internship

The bulk of the CNN exploration was performed on the NVidia laptop provided by the mento. The code
was also tested on the Jetson Nano. Figure 8 shows the screens of the Fire-Smoke classifier running.
There is still some remaining configuration work needed to run the code in the Nano’s Cuda cores.

Figure 8: Jetson Nano configured and running the Fire-Smoke Classifier CNN.
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